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Many studies of biological sequence data have examined sequence structure in terms of periodicity, and various methods for
measuring periodicity have been suggested for this purpose. This paper compares two such methods, autocorrelation and the
Fourier transform, using synthetic periodic sequences, and explains the diﬀerences in periodicity estimates produced by each. A
hybrid autocorrelation—integer period discrete Fourier transform is proposed that combines the advantages of both techniques.
Collectively, this representation and a recently proposed variant on the discrete Fourier transform oﬀer alternatives to the widely
used autocorrelation for the periodicity characterization of sequence data. Finally, these methods are compared for various
tetramers of interest in C. elegans chromosome I.
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1.Introduction
ThedetectionofstructurewithintheDNAsequencehaslong
captivated the interest of the research community. Among
the various statistical characterizations of sequence data,
one measure of structure within sequences is the degree
of correlation or periodicity at various displacements along
the sequence. Periodicity characterization of sequence data
provides a compact and informative representation that has
been used in many studies of structure within genomic
sequences, including DNA sequence analysis [1], gene and
exon detection [2], tandem repeat detection [3], and DNA
sequence search and retrieval [4].
To measure such periodicity, autocorrelation has been
widely employed [1, 5–11]. Similarly, Fourier analysis and
its variants have been used for periodicity characterization
of sequences [4, 9, 12–24]. In some cases [25, 26], the
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation sequence has also
been computed, however using existing symbolic-numeric
mappings such as binary indicator sequences [27], this
transform can also be calculated without ﬁrst determining
the autocorrelation. Other recent promising approaches to
periodicity characterization for biological sequences include
the periodicity transform [28], the exactly periodic subspace
decomposition[3],andmaximum-likelihoodstatisticalperi-
odicity [29], however these techniques have yet to be
adopted by biologists for the purposes of sequence structure
characterization.
Studies of structure within sequences, such as those ref-
erenced above, have tended to use either the autocorrelation
or the Fourier transform, and to the author’s knowledge,
the limitations of each have not been compared in this
context. In this paper, the limitations of both approaches are
investigated using synthetic symbolic sequences, and caveats
to their characterization of sequence data are discussed. A
hybrid approach to periodicity characterization of symbolic
sequence data is introduced, and its use is illustrated in a
comparative manner on a study of tetramers in C. elegans.
2. PeriodicityMeasures for Symbolic
Sequence Characterization
2.1. Deﬁnition of Periodicity. Perhaps the most common
deﬁnition of exact periodicity in a general sequence s[n]i s
s[n+ p] = s[n] ∀n ∈ Z,( 1 )2 EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology
for some p ∈ Z+. Assuming s[n]c a nb er e p r e s e n t e d
numerically as x[n], this deﬁnition admits the following
decomposition:
x[n] =
∞  
k=−∞
xp[k]δp[k − n], (2)
where
xp[n] =
⎧
⎨
⎩
x[n]0 ≤ n<p ,
0 elsewhere,
(3)
is the numerical representation of a repeated symbol or
pattern, and δp[n] is a periodic binary impulse train:
δp[n] = δ[n − kp] ∀k ∈ Z. (4)
While this expression of x[n] in terms of a binary impulse
train is perhaps not so common in signal processing of
n u m e r i c a ls e q u e n c e s ,t h er e v e r s ei st r u ef o rD N As e q u e n c e s ,
which have been represented numerically using binary
indicator sequences [27] in many studies (e.g., [13, 19, 23,
24, 30]).
2.2. Autocorrelation. The autocorrelation of a ﬁnite length
numerical sequence x[n]i sd e ﬁ n e da s
rxx[ρ] =
N−1  
n=0
x[n]x[(n −ρ)m o dN], (5)
wherenisthesequenceindex,ρ isthelag,andN isthelength
of the sequence. The application of the autocorrelation as
deﬁned in (5) to a symbolic sequence s[n]r eq u i r e san u m e ri -
cal representation x[n]. The binary indicator sequences [27],
which are suﬃciently general as to form the basis for many
diﬀerent representations of DNA sequences, are employed in
this analysis to represent s[n]i nt e r m so fM binary signals:
bm[n] =
⎧
⎨
⎩
1i f s[n] = Sm, m = 1,2,...,M,
0 otherwise,
(6)
where M is the number of symbols (or patterns of
symbols, such as a polynucleotide) S1,...,SM,t ow h i c h
the numerical values a1,...,aM are assigned, respectively,
resulting in M components xm[n] = ambm[n]. Assuming
a1 / =a2 / =··· / =aM, the numerical representation can thus
be unambiguously expressed as
x[n] =
M  
m=1
xm[n] =
M  
m=1
ambm[n]. (7)
Note that applying the decomposition in (2)t oa ne x a c t l y
periodic sequence results in xp[n] comprising a sequence
of the numerical values am that correspond to the repeated
pattern of symbols.
Alternatively, the autocorrelation can be deﬁned directly
on a symbolic sequence s[n], as used in [20]:
rss[ρ] =
⎧
⎨
⎩
1i f s[n] = s[n −ρ]
0 otherwise,
(8)
so that the autocorrelation at a lag, or period, p ∈ Z+ for
a symbol (or pattern of symbols) is simply the count of the
number of instances of that symbol at a spacing of ρ.
Consider now a sequence containing a symbol (or
pattern of symbols) Sm that repeats with exactly period
p, so that the numerical representation of the sequence
has a component xm[n] = ambm[n] = amδp[n]. The
autocorrelation of this component xm[n], for a segment of
ﬁnite length N, has the following expression:
rxmxm[ρ] =
N−1  
n=0
amδp[n]amδp[(n −ρ)m o dN]
= a2
mEδpδp[ρ],
(9)
where Eδp =  N/p  is the energy of δp[n] over a segment of
ﬁnite length N. Thus a shortcoming of the autocorrelation
for sequence characterization is that an exactly p-periodic
sequence will show not only a peak at ρ = p, but also peaks
at values of ρ that are integer multiples of p (an example is
giveninFigure 1(a)). Note that similar artifacts can be found
in other periodicity detection methods (e.g., [29]).
2.3. Fourier Interpretation of Periodicity. In many applica-
tions, including sequence analysis, the discrete Fourier trans-
form has been used to determine the periodic component(s)
ofanumericalsequencex[n].ThediscreteFouriertransform
(DFT) of a numerical sequence x[n]i sd e ﬁ n e da s
X[k] =
N−1  
n=0
x[n]exp
 
− j
2πnk
N
 
, k = 0,1,...,N −1,
(10)
where k is the discrete frequency index. Since the DFT has
sinusoidal basis functions, the notion of periodicity in the
Fouriersenseisdescribedintermsofthefrequenciesofthose
basis functions onto which the projections of x[n] are the
largest in magnitude. That is, the magnitude of the DFT at
af r e q u e n c yk, |X[k]|, is often taken as an estimate of the
relative amount of that frequency component occurring in
x[n][ 13, 19, 23, 24], from which the relative contribution of
a particular period p = N/k can be estimated.
Assuming a numerical representation x[n] of the kind
shown in (7), the linearity property of the DFT means that
the DFT of a symbolic sequence s[n] can be determined as
X[k] =
M  
m=1
amBm[k], (11)
where the Bm[k] are determined according to (10).
For the purposes of characterizing sequence data using
periodicity, it can be noted that positive integer periods are
generally of most interest. This means ﬁrstly that N and k
need to be carefully chosen to allow fast Fourier transform-
based calculation of S[k]f o rp e r i o d sρ = 1,2,...,P,w h e r eP
is the longest period to be estimated. Secondly, calculating
the DFT at other frequencies k / =N/ρ is unnecessary. ForEURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology 3
these reasons, the integer period DFT (IPDFT) was proposed
as an alternative to the DFT [19]:
X[ρ] =
N−1  
n=0
x[n]exp
 
− j
2πn
ρ
 
, ρ = 1,2,..., P ≤ N.
(12)
Using a similar process to that described above in (10)a n d
(11), the numerical representation of a symbolic sequence
x[n] can also be transformed using the IPDFT to produce
as p e c t r u mX[ρ] that is linear in period (ρ) rather than
in frequency (k). For the periodicity characterization of
sequences, usually the magnitude |X[ρ]| is of greatest
interest. Some care is needed in the interpretation of the
IPDFT, since for a binary periodic sequence such as δp[n]
of ﬁxed length N, |X[ρ]| w i l ld e c r e a s ef o rl o n g e rp e r i o d sd u e
to the fact that the energy of δp[n]i s N/p .
Consider now the eﬀect of representing an exactly
periodic sequence component xm[n] using the IPDFT. From
(2) and the convolution theorem, Xm[ρ] = Xmp[ρ]Δp[ρ],
where Δp[ρ] is the IPDFT of δp[n]. In particular, if xmp[n]
is assumed to be aperiodic, consider the IPDFT of δp[n]:
Δp[ρ] =
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎩
N−1  
n=0
1 ·exp
 
−
j2πn
ρ
 
n = kp, k ∈ Z
0 otherwise
=
 (N−1)/p   
k=0
exp
 
−
j2πkp
ρ
 
=
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
 
N −1
p
 
ρ =
p
l
,f o rl ∈ Z+
 (N−1)/p   
k=k0
exp
 
−
j2πkp
ρ
 
otherwise,
(13)
where k0 =    (N − 1)/p /ρ ρ. That is, |Δp[ρ]| is relatively
large for ρ = p/l, and relatively small for ρ / = p/l.F r o m
this, we see that a shortcoming of Fourier transform
approaches such as the IPDFT for sequence characterization
by periodicity is that they produce not only a peak at ρ = p,
but also peaks at values of ρ that are integer divisors of the
periodp(seeexampleinFigure 1(b)).FortheDFT,thiseﬀect
isalsoseen,butinsteadforindiceswhosevalueisk = Nl/p∈
{0,1,...,N − 1} (i.e., harmonics of the frequency 2π/pwith
integer frequency indices).
2.4. Periodicity of a Synthetic Sequence Using Autocorrelation
and DFT. To illustrate the shortcomings of the autocorre-
lation and DFT discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, consider
the periodicity characterization of an example signal xE[n] =
δp[n] (i.e., exact monomer periodicity xp[n] = δ[n]), where
p = 12 and N = 10000. The autocorrelation and IPDFT are
shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, from which the
ambiguities in period estimate discussed in Sections 2.2 and
2.3 can be clearly seen.
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Figure 1: Periodicity characterization of the period-12 synthetic
signal xE[n] using (a) autocorrelation, (b) integer period DFT, and
(c) hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT.
3. HybridAutocorrelation-IPDFT
PeriodicityEstimation
3.1. Hybrid Autocorrelation-IPDFT. From Figure 1,i ti s
apparent that the autocorrelation and IPDFT are comple-
mentary, and that their combination can improve peri-
odicity estimation. This is the motivation for the hybrid
autocorrelation-IPDFT period estimate:
Hx[ρ] = rxx[ρ]|X[ρ]|. (14)
For the simple example signal xE[n]f r o mSection 2.4,
the calculation of Hx[ρ] results in a single, unambiguous
periodicity estimate, as seen in Figure 1(c).
An alternative, more ﬂexible formulation is
Hx[ρ] =
 
rxx[ρ]
 1−α
|X[ρ]|
α, (15)
where α ∈ [0,1], which may be helpful for biologists who
have conventionally used either the autocorrelation (α =
0) or the Fourier transform (α = 1). For the purpose of
sequence periodicity visualization, for example, α could be
represented as a parameter available for real-time control, so
that a biologist viewing a periodicity characterization of a
sequence might subjectively assign a relative weight to each
of the autocorrelation and Fourier transform components.
Care is needed, however, with the application of (15), since
(rxx[ρ])
1−α is only well deﬁned for rxx[ρ] ≥ 0f o ra l lρ.N o t e
that this is satisﬁed by the autocorrelation deﬁned in (8),
in addition to a number of DNA numerical representations
(several example representations are discussed in [30]).
It is further noted that (14)a n d( 15) do not have a
straightforward physical interpretation, in contrast to rxx[ρ]
and |X[ρ]|.4 EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology
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Figure 2: Periodicity characterization of a period-7, 10 and 12
synthetic signal using (a) autocorrelation, (b) integer period DFT,
and (c) hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT.
Applying the hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT period esti-
matetoanotherexample,syntheticsignalwithmultipleexact
periodic components (N = 10000) further illustrates the
shortcomingsoftheautocorrelationandIPDFT,andsuggests
the hybrid approach as suitable for periodicity analyses, as
seen in Figure 2.
3.2. Evaluation of Periodicity Estimation in Noise. In the
absence of an obvious objective evaluation metric for peri-
odicity characterization approaches, one limited approach is
to compare their accuracies for the problem of estimating
a single periodic component that has been obscured by
noise. Speciﬁcally, suppose a periodic binary impulse train
δp[n] is degraded by random binary noise, simulating the
eﬀect of the DNA substitution process, to produce a binary
pseudo-periodic signal x[n]. Then estimates of the signal
periodicity using each of the autocorrelation, integer period
DFT and hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT can be calculated,
respectively, as
pA = argmax
ρ>1
 
rxx[ρ]
 
,
pI = argmax
ρ>1
(|X[ρ]|),
pH = argmax
ρ>1
 
Hx[ρ]
 
,
(16)
where Hx[ρ] is calculated using (14) throughout both this
section and Section 4.
A comparison of the periodicity estimates was conducted
bygeneratingsyntheticperiodicsignalsoflengthN = 10000,
introducing various amounts of substitution (noise) and
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Figure 3: Error rate versus substitutions averaged over 100
instances of sequences of length 10000 with (a) p = 7, (b) p = 23,
(c) p = 24, for period estimates using autocorrelation (...), integer
period DFT (---), and hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT (—).
estimating pA, pI,a n dpH. This process was repeated 100
times for each combination of period and substitution rate
tested. The resulting average period error rates are shown
as a function of substitution rate for three example values
of period p in Figure 3 (p small, p larger and prime, and p
larger and highly composite), and as a function of the period
in Figure 4. These results conﬁrm earlier observations that
the IPDFT provides more robust period estimates for prime
periods than the autocorrelation, while the reverse is true
for highly composite periods. The results also show that the
hybrid technique is often able to provide a lower period error
rate than either the autocorrelation or the IPDFT. Exceptions
tothisoccurforsomeprimeperiods(seeFigure 4),wherethe
poorer performance of the autocorrelation seems to slightly
adversely aﬀect the hybrid estimate pH relative to the IPDFT-
only estimate pI.
3.3. Evaluation of Multiple Periodicity Estimation. For peri-
odicity characterization, a more relevant evaluation criterion
is the extent to which all periodicities present can be
detected correctly. Since an exhaustive evaluation is imprac-
tical, in this work, synthetic sequences comprising three
randomly chosen integer periodic components p1, p2, p3 ∈
{2,3,...,40 | p1 / = p2 / = p3} were constructed, and the fre-
quency with which all three periods were correctly detected
was measured. When multiple perfectly periodic compo-
nents are present in a binary signal, the shorter periods will
be favoured during estimation, as a result of their greater
occurrence in a ﬁxed-length signal. Hence, when combiningEURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology 5
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Figure 4: Error rate versus period averaged over 100 instances of
sequences of length 10000 with a substitution rate of 30%, for
period estimates using autocorrelation (...), integer period DFT
(---), and hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT (—).
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Figure 5: Percentage of sequence instances for which all three
periods were correctly estimated in order of strength versus
erosion γ, over 500 instances of sequences of length 10000 with
three randomly chosen integer periodic components, estimated
using autocorrelation (...), integer period DFT (---), and hybrid
autocorrelation-IPDFT (—).
three periodic components, the shorter period components
were randomly eroded to give an equal occurrence between
all periods. In the general case of multiple periodicities,
some periodic components will be stronger than others.
To simulate this, the p2-periodic component was further
randomlyerodedbyγ% and the p3-periodic component was
further randomly eroded by 2γ%, that is, larger values of
γ correspond to a more dominant p1 component. Erosions
of greater than about 20% were experimentally found to
degrade the accuracy of all three period estimates, using all
methods. Finally, the percentage of instances for which the
periods p1, p2,a n dp3 were correctly estimated in correct
order of strength according to the 3-best period estimates,
calculated similarly to equations (16), was determined. The
results,showninFigure 5,stronglysupportthevalidityofthe
proposed hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT technique relative
to the autocorrelation and IPDFT.
It is noted that the signal processing literature includes
examples of methods for detecting multiple periodic sig-
nal components, such as the MUSIC algorithm [31]. For
comparative purposes, the above experiment was repeated
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Figure 6: (a) Autocorrelation from [1], (b) integer period
DFT magnitude, and (c) hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT of TATA
tetramers from C. elegans chromosome I.
employing MUSIC to estimate the strengths of the periodic
components. Results indicated that MUSIC was unable
to consistently estimate either the periods or the relative
strengths of the three components, returning no instances
of all three periods correct and in the correct order. The
dominant period estimate often contained the common
factors of two or more of the true periodic components,
an artifact attributable to the superposition of harmonic
spectra reinforcing multiples of the individual component
fundamentals that coincide in frequency. Two assumptions
of MUSIC are not valid for this application: (i) the periodic
components are not sinusoidal (although they can be rep-
resented as a harmonic series of sinusoids), (ii) the periodic
components and noise may not be uncorrelated.
4. Application to DNA Sequence Data
Havingdiscussedthediﬀerencesbetweentheautocorrelation
and DFT for synthetic sequences, we now investigate the
eﬀect of using the IPDFT and hybrid autocorrelation-
IPDFT in place of the autocorrelation on real sequence
data. Numerous researchers have used autocorrelation [1, 5–
10, 32]; here we compare with examples from the study
of tetramer periodicity in the C. elegans genome using
autocorrelation by Kumar et al. [1].
In the investigation of TATA tetramers, particular men-
tion was made of the strong period-2 component [1],
which features prominently in estimates by all three tech-
niques, as seen in Figure 2. In the autocorrelation estimate
(Figure 6(a)),theperiod-10componentappearstohavebeen
virtually completely masked by the period-2 component.6 EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology
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Figure 7: (a) Autocorrelation from [1], (b) integer period
DFT magnitude, and (c) hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT of TGCC
tetramers from C. elegans chromosome I.
In contrast, the period-10 component features strongly in
the IPDFT (Figure 6(b)) and hybrid (Figure 6(c)) estimates.
Although this period-10 component was not mentioned in
the analysis of TATA tetramers speciﬁcally, it was found to be
characteristicofallotherC.eleganstetramersanalyzedin[1].
Note also that the IPDFT reveals a strong period-25
component, not at all evident in the autocorrelation. This
surprising result was veriﬁed by constructing a synthetic
sequence with perfect periodic components at p = 2a n d
p = 25, and examining its autocorrelation and IPDFT. The
autocorrelation of the sequence did not display visually any
signiﬁcant peak at p = 25 until the period-2 component
had been eroded by at least 80%. In contrast, the IPDFT
showed a clear peak at p = 25 with no period-2 erosion
at all. The period-25 component has rarely been noted in
previous literature, however in [11], a ﬁltered distribution
of distances between TA dinucleotides shows a strong peak
at p = 25, which Salih et al. attribute to a 5-base periodicity
associated with the period-10 consensus sequence structure
for C. elegans.
In the investigation of TGCC tetramers (see Figure 7),
the periodic components at 8 and 35bp were noted in
[1]. The proposed hybrid technique also produces peaks
at these periods (mainly due to the autocorrelation in
this instance), however it additionally ﬁnds period-12 and
period-39 components. Note that the IPDFT produces a
strong peak at a 6bp period (presumably due to being an
integer divisor of 12), however in the hybrid result, this is
eﬀectively suppressed by the autocorrelation.
In [1], mention is made of the period-10 and 11
behaviour of AGAA tetramers. As seen in Figure 8, the
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Figure 8: (a) Autocorrelation from [1], (b) integer period
DFT magnitude, and (c) hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT of AGAA
tetramers from C. elegans chromosome I.
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Figure 9: (a) Autocorrelation from [1], (b) integer period DFT
magnitude, and (c) hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT of WWWW
tetramers from C. elegans chromosome I.
autocorrelation ﬁnds a dominant peak at 9bp, while the
hybrid technique is more convincing in revealing period-
10 behavior. Note that, as previously, the period-5 IPDFT
component (presumably due to the 10bp periodicity) is
eﬀectively attenuated in the hybrid result.EURASIP Journal on Bioinformatics and Systems Biology 7
In the investigation of WWWW tetramers (where W
represents either A or T), the autocorrelation (Figure 9(a)),
as in [1], is dominated by the period-10 component. A
very similar characteristic is observed in the distribution of
distances between TT to TT dinucleotides in [11], and in
the distribution of AAAA to AAAA tetramer distances in
[33], suggesting a strong inﬂuence by these motifs. While
the dominance of the period-10 component is similar for
the IPDFT, it also detects a relatively strong period-25
component, perhaps due to TA dinucleotide periodicity,
as discussed above for TATA tetramers. In this example,
the hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT result is biased towards
the IPDFT, as a result of the IPDFT having a larger
dynamic range than the autocorrelation. Here, the eﬀect
is not detrimental, having the eﬀect of suppressing the
spurious peaks at periods 20, 30, and 40, however in other
applications it may be desirable to oﬀset the autocorrelation
and/or IPDFT to produce a minimum value of zero prior
to calculating the hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT period
estimate.
5. Conclusion
This paper has made two contributions to the periodicity
characterization of sequence data. Firstly, the origins of
ambiguities in period estimates for symbolic sequences due
to multiples or sub multiples of the true period in the auto-
correlation and Fourier transform methods, respectively,
wereexplained.Thisissigniﬁcantbecausethesetwomethods
account for perhaps the majority of the periodicity analysis
seen in biology literature, and yet, to the author’s knowledge,
their limitations have not been discussed in this context.
Secondly, a hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT technique for
periodicity characterization of sequences has been proposed.
This technique has been shown to provide improved accu-
racy relative to the autocorrelation and IPDFT for period
estimation in noise and multiple periodicity estimation,
for synthetic sequence data. Comparative results from a
preliminary investigation of tetramers in C. elegans chromo-
some I suggest that the proposed approach yields estimates
that are consistently less prone to attribute signiﬁcance to
integer multiples or divisors of the true period(s). Thus, the
hybrid autocorrelation-IPDFT is putatively advanced as a
useful tool for biologists in their quest to reveal and explain
structure within biological sequences. Future work will
include studies of diﬀerent types of periodicity in sequence
data from other organisms, using IPDFT-based and hybrid
techniques.
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